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Please read instructions carefully and keep for future reference.

m WARNING: Keep away from flames

m WARNING: Do not shake it violently

m WARNING: Do not disassemble the lights without professional help

PRODUCT INFORMATION :
LED Color .............................................................White, Multicolor
Sensor Type .............................................................Optical Sensor
Charging Efficacy ...................................................................  20%
Charging Time .................................................................6-8 Hours
Working Time ................................................................ 8-10 Hours
Waterproof Rating  .................................................................  IP65
INSTALLATION:
1. Install 2 plastic stakes  (Fig. 1) and turn on the switch.

Fig. 1

 
 

2.   Install solar lights on a good place under the high and direct bright 
sunlight. Please keep the surface clean, because if the mud, dirt, and 
so on are stored in the solar panel, it will have influence on charging 
efficiency. NOTE: The stakes can not be forcibly inserted into the hard 
ground, otherwise them will be damaged. Before installing the solar 
lights into the ground, dig a small hole in the soil with a tool.

3.  Solar lights turn off and charge in daytime and bright place, turn on 
and light up in the dark or at night  automatically.

4.  Keep it full charging for 8-10 hours when use the solar lights first time.

WARM TIPS:
1.  Turn on the switch on the back before mounting the solar lights.  

NOTE: This is a solar powered light, the working time is affected by 
weather. (The working time of our solar lights will change depending 
on the weather, sunlight intensity and charging time)

2.  Position your solar disk light in a location where disk light can be 
exposed to maximum sunlight during the day. Do not position your 
solar light outdoor in a place where shade from the sun , e.g. under 
trees or shrubs. Our solar disk lights automatically light on at night via 
the built-in light sensor. Please don’t place the lights under the light 
source at night, e.g. streetlights. NOTE: Do not use the spikes if you 
want to put the solar disk lights on the hard ground or steps.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 
1.  Q:  Is it always lit at night? Or just when sensing the sensor 

  A: Because it is a light sensor, it is always on at night. 
       It turns off automatically when the surroundings become bright.

2.  Q:  Do I need to turn on the switch when charging? 
 A:   It is necessary to turn on the switch when charging.

3.  Q:  Can I use it when it arrives? 
 A: Yes, you can. Before shipping, the product is fully charged, so  
        it should be usable as soon as it arrives. 
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